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Wordwheel #009 solution
The goal of a word wheel puzzle is to create as 
many words possible with the letters in the word 

wheel. You can only use each letter once and 
every word must have the letter in the 

center of the wheel.

Can you find the 7 letter word?

nip
opt
pin
pit
poi
poo
pot
pro
rip
tip
top
pint
pion
pirn

pont
poon
poor
porn
port
topi
topo
trip
trop

orpin
pinot
pinto
piton
point

poori
poort
porno
print
prion
topoi
troop
option
potion
pronto
proton
tropin

portion

Take a break with our puzzles and 
posers to give your mind a workout

WORD WHEEL
The aim of a word wheel puzzle is to create as many words as 
possible with the letters in the word wheel. You can use each 
letter once and every word must use the letter in the centre 
of the wheel.

Can you find the 7-letter word?

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE CROSSWORD

ENJOY A LITTLE

ACROSS
4. All of a sudden (6)
6. Cake-like biscuit (8)
9. Republic in South West Africa (6)
10. Savage (8)
11. Abbreviation of eating 
disorder (2)
12. Pavement (8)

17. Enclose (7)
19. Particular desirable ability (7)
20. Rocket launching (5-3)
23. Interested in both genders (2)
27. Lovable (8)
28. Large payment (6)
29. Semiaquatic snake (8)
30. Private (6)

Down 
1. US spacecraft making first 
moon landing (6)
2. Long curved fruit (6)
3. Excluded (8)
4. Wake up (8)
5. Rampage (4)
7. Formal promise (4)
8. Nape (4)
13. Valve (3)
14. Night before (3)
15. Wonder (3)
16. Accepted (8)
18. Animal with black or golden 
hair (8)
19. Consume (3)
21. Indirect (6)
22. Showing little interest (6)
24. Computer programming 
language (4)
25. Settee (4)
26. Third person do (4)

WORD WHEEL 
SOLUTIONS


